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Key takeaways

• In the current risk environment, there is increased focus on the phase prior to the 2008 xnancial crisis

• As eqpected, the global economic outlook has continued to deteriorate

• Aggressive interest rate hikes by central banks are creating more pessimistic prospects on eTuity markets

• Rhere is still no easing on the bond market with regard to in’ation

• Our currency model shows that the euro is still overvalued compared to the Swiss franc

Hazy memories of the 1980s

Rhere should be little doubt that the Federal .eserveBs monetary policy stance in’uences market developments- –ut 

the fact that the Fed is willing to put its goal of tackling in’ation above the well1being of its own economy is new 9 

at least for those who did not live through the JH80s- In August, at the annual meeting of central banks in Uackson 

“ole, there was even talk of pain that the ”S economy might have to endure-

Our Tuantitative models had therefore concluded at the start of September that the pain tolerance level had already 

been reached and that a rethink of monetary policy was necessary- Accordingly, bad news was interpreted as good 

news- “owever, hopes that the NpainC was already as high as the Fed would tolerate were dashed at its monetary 
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policy meeting in September- Rhe ”S Federal .eserve intends to continue its cycle of interest rate hikes until the 

end of the year and then leave rates unchanged for a longer period of time- It did not once mention cutting back the 

balance sheet reduction- Markets responded in shock, with the lowest point of the current bear market from Uune 

broken in the days that followed- ETuity markets are now at their lowest level since Povember 2020-

Rhe reason for this change in central banksB monetary policy stance is the reassessment of Nin’ationC- Since the 

xnancial market crisis, monetary policy has had an increase in in’ation as its goal, i-e-, it has viewed in’ation as 

positive- Since this year, however, in’ation has been viewed as negative- 4entral banks are thus now doing all they 

can do keep price increases in check- Rhis evokes memories of the JH80s, which saw Waul Volcker spearhead 

unprecedented efforts to tackle in’ation- Volcker also considered in’ation harmful after a decade in which it was 

simply shrugged off- As a result, he launched aggressive monetary policy, pushing the ”S economy into a deep 

recession- Rhe problem here is that this happened more than (0 years ago and, ever since, all business cycles 

have ended with lower in’ation and interest rates- –it by bit, this also made in’ation less of an important variable 

in Tuantitative models-

Since mid1September, however, our models have noted the increasing possibility of the ”S economy stalling due to 

higher probabilities of default- In line with this, our business cycle model N)aveC also sees not only the ”-S- but also the 

global economy slipping back into NcontractionC- –y contrast, our eTuity allocation model has signixcantly reduced 

the risks it accepts and accounts for the higher probabilities of default in the corporate sector Dcredit spread? and the 

banking sector DRE7 spread? due to the greater risks of recession- Moving on to bonds, while the substantial Nmean 

reversionC potential indicates that bonds will be more attractive in the future, eqtremely negative momentum signals 

that yields could continue to rise in the short term and restricts bond duration- As our S7.M risk model indicates, 

market volatility will thus likely remain high, and the bear market is unlikely to have bottomed out-

)ould you like to gain further eqciting insights into our in1house business cycle model5 Rhen register now for our 

monthly )ave 4all-

.egister 

 Risk environment: Phase prior to 2008 gnancial crisis increasinCly important 

In September, our inhouse risk model State1dependent Risk Measurement (SDRM), which we use to identify 

historical volatility clusters that resemble the current market situation, increasingly weighted the phase before the 

https://events.vontobel.com/ereg/newreg.php?eventid=200247322&categoryid=201858346
https://events.vontobel.com/ereg/newreg.php?eventid=200247322&categoryid=201858346
https://events.vontobel.com/ereg/newreg.php?eventid=200247322&categoryid=201858346
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2008 financial crisis. Data from Povember and 7ecember 200z particularly stand out in the X0 most similar days- 

Rhis implies that the current xnancial market environment features similar market risks to the period identixed in 

the historic xnancial market-

In addition to the late autumn and winter months of 200z, market phases before JHH0 are also very similar to the 

current market environment- Rhis year marked the beginning of an economic crisis in the ”S, which was characteri%ed 

by difxculties in the international currency system, rising oil prices and in’ation- At that time, the Fed raised interest 

rates, which, in the face of falling economic optimism and overvalued stock and real estate markets, resulted in a 

credit crisis and a long recession-

)e believe that current market uncertainty is still coming primarily from the bond market- “ere, in addition to the 

aforementioned historical volatility clusters, the period of the .ussian and Asian crises in JHH8 becomes more 

important- In the current environment, uncertainty on bond markets is being made worse primarily by restrictive 

central bank monetary policy and, in turn, interest rate movements- Rhis is also re’ected in the MOVE volatility indeq, 

which currently ’uctuates in a range of J(0 to JX8 basis points-

After recovering brie’y in August, uncertainty has also picked up again on eTuity markets- ETuity volatility, as 

measured by the VI¬, climbed from JH to 32 basis points in September- Rhis was prompted by in’ation spillover 

effects and higher interest on investment returns, as well as the contractionary effects these have on the economy 

as a whole-

Macroeconomic environment: Uentral banks take recession into account 

As eqpected, the global economic outlook has continued to deteriorate- Rhe global Wave has been signaling an 

economic recovery since the end of Uune, a result of improving global supply shortages and the easing of 4ovid 

restrictions- At the same time, however, a growing number of countries are slipping into NcontractionC- X2: of the 

X0 economies we eqamine are now back in NcontractionC- Rhe recovery indicated by the )ave is thus increasingly 

’attening out-

/insights/is-this-time-different-from-2007
/insights/is-this-time-different-from-2007
/insights/is-this-time-different-from-2007
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Painful ST monetary policy

FedBs most aggressive cycle of interest rate hikes since the JH80s is particularly hurting consumer conxdence- Rhe 

still eqtremely sound ”S labor market Z there are currently twice as many vacancies as people looking for work Z 

and the only slow decline in in’ation are reminiscent of Waul Volcker, whose aggressive interest rate increases sti’ed 

in’ation through a recession at the start of the JH80s- Rhis comparison is enhanced by the approach taken by the 

current Fed 4hairman Uerome Wowell, who warned of Npain for the economyC at the annual central bank meeting in 

Uackson “ole-

Ehe sick man ’urope

Rhe euro%one is suffering even greater pain at presentj its high energy dependency on .ussia, rising yields and the 

risks this entails in connection with peripheral countriesB debt sustainability are hurting both company investment and 

private consumer spending- “ouseholds and companies alike are also being disproportionately hit by skyrocketing 

energy costs- Given this, it is not surprising that the decline in the )ave and, in turn, economies in industriali%ed 

countries is due almost entirely to Europe-

Uhinaqs faint economic recovery

–y contrast, Asian countries far away from the energy crisis DUapan, Australia, Pew 'ealand and Asian emerging

markets? are en6oying far better economic momentum- In 4hina, in particular, signs point to recovery- Rhis is due to

–ei6ing;s efforts to combat the real estate crisis with the help of monetary and xscal policy eqpansion- A positive

side effect is rising retail sales, industrial production and investment- “owever, the still smoldering real estate crisis

currently makes the 4hinese recovery look faint-

 ’Buities: HiChly uncertain market environment 

Rhe market environment for global eTuities is highly uncertain- Rhroughout September, our eTuity allocation model 

reduced the tactical eTuity weighting from 3X-z: in the previous month to 1JH-(:- Rhe negative eTuity allocation is 

driven primarily by central banksB aggressive interest rate hikes, resulting in more pessimistic prospects in recent 

weeks-
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Even the credit spread, which measures market participantsB trust in companiesB solvency and their rexnancing 

options, picked up again after brie’y declining last month- Rhese increasing risk premia are the result of the direct 

impact of the worsening economy-

 donIs: Wn ation not easinC 

Rhe bond market is still showing no signs of easing with regard to in’ation and any further interest rate hikes that 

may result from this- Rhis is also re’ected in volatility, as measured by the MOVE Indeq, which is still at a high level 

and has increased further over the last month- Our bond allocation management model has reduced bond duration 

signixcantly in the last month- It is currently 10-X years-
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Rhe FedBs restrictive approach to tackling stubborn in’ation can be seen in its aggressive monetary policy- As a result, 

the short end of the yield curve is increasing more sharply than the long end, making the yield curve ’atter and further 

reducing the term spread- –oth are indicators of weak economic performance- Rhe carry component DJ? of our model, 

which we use to forecast future changes in the yield curve, is also declining as a result-

Rhe long end of the yield curve is currently in line with the historical average- Rhis indicates that the short end should 

move down for the yield curve to return to its dynamic eTuilibrium- Accordingly, the mean reversion component D2? 

of the model switched to long this month- Rhis means that the model eqpects more attractive yields at the front end 

of the yield curve-

On the other hand, the momentum component D3? , which responds to market sentiment, rates bonds negatively at 

present- Rhis is primarily due to eqpected interest rate hikes- Rhe market currently thinks the chances are dwindling 

that central banks will abandon their series of rate hikes in the xrst two Tuarters of 2023- In light of this, the momentum 

short position increased accordingly in September- .egarding different country allocations, allocation for all countries 

eqcept Italy is short at present-

J- 4arry strategies generally assume no or only minor changes in the yield curve-

2- Mean reversion strategies are based on the idea that short1term interest rates signal convergence to a dynamic

eTuilibrium-

3- Rhe momentum component takes account of the fact that yield curves could change very substantially and

permanently in a short period of time as a result of ma6or announcements by central banks and political decisions-

 Uurrent topic: ar in Skraine impacts currency valuation 

As a currency analyst at the time, I still remember Uanuary JX, 20JX, well- It was the day the SP– scrapped the minimum 

eqchange rate of 4“F J-20 per euro- As the franc eqchange rate plummeted to below parity within minutes, I was not 

the only one sitting astounded in a meetingL there was a loud outcry throughout the entire economy-

Pow, about seven years later, the 4“F eqchange rate is back where it was when it temporarily dropped in 20JXj at 

4“F 0-HX to the euro- ”nlike back then, however, no shock waves have rippled through the economy- Rhis observation 

is also re’ected in the KOF business survey D(? - –ut why have players come to a different conclusion about the state 

of the economy this time and what are the arguments for the weak euro5

Sharp rise in eurozone producer prices
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Ro answer this Tuestion, I have turned to data from our eqchange rate model- Rhis includes three different compo1

nents, one of which is the assessment DX? - Rhe assessment uses a range of indicators to measure how competitive 

economies are- One of these indicators is producer prices, which primarily comprise tradeable goods and that are 

suitable for calculating changes in competitive standing by international standards-

Since the start of the war in ”kraine, soaring producer prices 9 which are particularly good at anticipating the impact 

of this macroeconomic shock 9 have been indicating a decline in EuropeBs competitive advantage- Rhis loss is far 

higher in the euro%one than in other regions or countries- –ut why5

Euro depreciation makes up for lower competitive standing

On the one hand, Europe is more affected by the supply shortage of .ussian gas than the ”SA and Swit%erland- Rhis 

is due to the fact that Swit%erland has a better energy miq, and the ”SA is no longer a net importer of oil- On the other 

hand, the share of manufacturing and the eqport dependency in the Euro%one is higher than in the aforementioned 

countries, which implies a higher xnal consumption of the economy- Raking into account the cost effect, our model 

concludes that the euro is currently fairly priced against the dollar and still overvalued compared to the franc-

Economic momentum in the eurozone could continue to slow

)hile the currency valuation gradually indicates favorable entry levels, cyclical factors still advise restraint- Further 

energy shortages and a cold winter, in particular, could further slow the euro%oneBs already weak economic momen1 
tum and further strain the trade balance, which is in dexcit for the xrst time since 20J2- Pevertheless, uncertainty 

9 including further aggressive interest rate hikes by the Fed 9 could top out in the months ahead and signixcantly 

improve the model outlook for the euro-

(- See httpsj kof-eth%-ch en surveys business1tendency1surveys-html 

X- As well as the assessment, other components included in the model include technical Dtrend? and cyclical factors

D)ave, foreign trade and relative monetary policy?-

https://kof.ethz.ch/en/surveys/business-tendency-surveys.html
https://kof.ethz.ch/en/surveys/business-tendency-surveys.html
https://kof.ethz.ch/en/surveys/business-tendency-surveys.html
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